Take a comprehensive, unified
approach to managing mobility.
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Verizon MDM

As an IT admin, you have to track and manage an
ever-increasing number of mobile devices and
operating systems connecting to your networks.
With the number of headlines about data security
breaches increasing as well, you need powerful
MDM resources to mitigate risk across your business.
These are critical responsibilities, as more and
more employees get work done on the go
and virtually anywhere—sometimes in the most
vulnerable environments.
Verizon MDM provides enterprise firmware-overthe-air (FOTA) management, device diagnostics,
broadband hotspot management and unified endpoint
management (UEM) services to help you effectively
manage mobility, streamline operations and
boost continuity.

Verizon MDM helps you take control of
mobile environments from the network to
devices and hotspots to every endpoint.

Get a lot more than an average MDM solution.
We offer unique capabilities in one solution, some
of which aren’t available from any other carrier
or provider:
Single user interface
Centrally manage all your devices and access device
diagnostics 24/7 on a single, unified portal.

Balance the benefits of mobility with advanced
device management.
Let employees be free to use their mobile and endpoint
devices where they want, while not sacrificing strong
data security. Our MDM solution helps you:
• Minimize risk. Spot devices that aren’t in
compliance, have been rooted or contain highrisk applications.

Enterprise FOTA
Schedule, deploy, postpone and track firmware
updates on employee and corporate devices.1

• Stay cost-effective. Manage device diagnostics
and software updates from a single portal without
investing in hardware or software.

Device diagnostics
Access online, near real-time technical device
data to improve device troubleshooting and avoid
costly downtime. 2

• Improve availability. Boost uptime by preventing
and diagnosing issues before they can become
bigger problems.

Broadband hotspot management
Control security profiles, policies and settings on
select Jetpack® mobile hotspot and USB devices.
Unified endpoint management
Manage, configure and protect mobile devices running
Android™ and iOS.

• Be ready for the future. Use a software-as-aservice solution that will continue to add new and
enhanced services and device support.
• Deliver a simplified strategy. Operate through a
centralized management portal to streamline how
you administer services across your organization.
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Experience the combined power of MDM and UEM.
By integrating our MDM solution with UEM services in a
single management portal, you can remotely provision,
control and secure devices like smartphones, tablets
and mobile hotspots. This makes it easier to protect
devices and critical data used by every mobile or
remote worker across your business.

Learn more.
For more information about Verizon MDM, please
contact your Verizon Wireless business specialist or
visit verizonenterprise.com/contact-us.

1 FOTA supports Android devices, including Jetpack mobile hotspot devices and USBs, with the exception of Google Experience devices.
2 Device diagnostics support Verizon Android devices operating on OS 4.0 or higher.
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